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Round 1 Interview:    SAM SAUNDERS     
February 16, 2017 
 

 

DOUG MILNE:  Sam Saunders, thanks for joining us for a few minutes.  Bogey-free 7-under 

64 in your first competitive round here at the Genesis Open, a nice way to start.  So with that 

being said, just a few comments on the round today. 

 

SAM SAUNDERS:  It was a lot of fun out there, and it's never stress-free but it was a 

low-stress round as I could have.  It was a lot of fairways, a lot of greens and a lot of good 

looks at birdie, and the few times I did miss out there, I put it in the right spot where I had 

fairly straightforward up-and-downs.  

 

Q.  What did you know about this course beforehand that maybe surprised you once 

you did start playing here? 

 

SAM SAUNDERS:  I don't know that anything surprised me.  I had some people tell me in 

the past that they thought this would be a good fit for me, some friends that play out on the 

Tour.  I had always wanted to come play in the event obviously and was excited to come the 

first time, but now I understand why they said that.  It's really kind of, I think, a shot-making 

golf course.  You've got to drive the ball really well off the tee and you've got to control your 

iron shots into these greens, too.  It's not just hit it high and straight at it.  You've got to hit a 

cut shot into it to use the slope the right way or maybe turn one in to hold the green in 

another spot.  So a lot of different shots you get to hit out there.  Driving the ball in the 

fairway is hugely rewarded out here. 

 

Q.  Would you consider this your best competitive round on the Tour? 

 

SAM SAUNDERS:  Probably, just because of the level of course that we're playing on.  The 

conditions were pretty gettable out there.  The fairways were firm enough that I could get a 

little bit of roll and the greens were soft enough that you could still hold them, and then the 

putting surfaces were unbelievable.  I love poa annua greens when they're like this and 

they're relatively firm and fast.  I think it's as good a surface as any.  So had a really good 

feel on the greens today.  Yeah, I would say this was one of if not my best competitive round 

I've had in my career. 

 

Q.  What kind of expectations did you have for this first round and how does this meet 

those? 

 

SAM SAUNDERS:  You never really expect to go out and shoot 64 and be leading after the 

first day.  I guess I would like to get to that position, but I would be -- I don't think I'm there 

yet, or at least my track record doesn't prove that.  Unfortunately, I've always had a tough 

time in the first round throughout my career.  I feel like I get off to bad starts and I hang 

tough and I always find a way to get it back to giving myself a chance to make the cut or get 

back into the tournament, but it's just always been difficult putting myself behind the curve 
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there.   

 

So to go out today and have a stress-free round where everything just kind of went the right 

way and get off to a good start, it's a lot more enjoyable to play golf that way when you're not 

grinding the first day and then you look at the rest of the week where you feel like you're 

playing catch-up.  So I'm excited to see where it goes from here. 

 

Q.  Sam, how much do you know about your grandfather's history at this event and do 

you remember anything he told you specifically about this tournament or this golf 

course? 

 

SAM SAUNDERS:  I know he loved it out here and I know he won it three times.  I know it 

wasn't at this golf course.  But we didn't talk necessarily specifically about this course.  He 

just always talked about how much he loved coming out here and playing.  I think his 

celebrity matched pretty well with the celebrity atmosphere that you have here, so he was 

obviously very comfortable with that.  But no, I guess we didn't really talk much of specifics 

about the course. 

 

Q.  Sam, two things, one, the fact you hadn't played here was just a matter of status 

and being able to qualify.  Have you ever had a chance to enter here before? 

 

SAM SAUNDERS:  Correct, yeah, and the folks at Genesis were nice tough to give me an 

opportunity to play this year on an exemption.  I didn't earn my way in via my status.  I do 

have a PGA Tour card but I did need the exemption to play this week. 

 

Q.  With the impending weather coming in, obviously you want to get off to a good 

start of any tournament but is it a little added importance just because of the 

unknown that's supposed to come tomorrow? 

 

SAM SAUNDERS:  Certainly, kind of a little bit of a bonus here knowing that there's a high 

likelihood that I will be not playing at all tomorrow.  So to be able to sit back and be in the 

position where I'm in is nice.  I'm not really going to -- I mentally prepared for not playing golf 

tomorrow actually as I approached this week, and I said I'll try to go and get off to a good 

start and know that day two is probably not going to happen until Saturday, so it would have 

been nice to get off to a good start and obviously this is a huge bonus. 

 

Q.  Did you notice whether the crowds, galleries following you were getting bigger as 

you were getting closer to the end? 

 

SAM SAUNDERS:  Yeah, it did happen actually.  Yeah, they started to come out and watch.  

Like who is this guy, I'll go check him out.  No, it was nice.  They were nice crowds out there.  

The golf course has a wonderful flow to it.  There's a handful of tee shots where you can feel 

how many people are around you.  Obviously the first tee up around everybody, but it's 

always nice, if you had 18 holes where you've just got, you're swarmed by people, which I 

don't -- that doesn't happen to me very often, but it's always nice when you get to play a 
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course like this where there's a couple of holes, 12 tee and 13 tee where you kind of get to 

go away and it's just the guys in your group and it gives you a little bit of a break sometimes 

from everything that's going on and it's a little peaceful.  So it does have a nice flow out 

there, enjoy playing around this course. 

 

Q.  I'll try and keep this from being long-winded, but can you give a sense of what the 

months have been like after the service in terms of I think the Web Final, you weren't 

going to play anyway I don't think but that was canceled, going through how much 

time you spent in Orlando, now living in Florida, getting ready for this year, all that 

stuff.  Still long-winded, sorry. 

 

SAM SAUNDERS:  No, that's okay.  It's been a big change in my life, for sure.  Obviously 

my grandfather's passing was -- it was a surprise but the service was wonderful and I think 

we celebrated his life in a really special way.  The Golf Channel did an amazing job.  I think 

everybody enjoyed all the coverage and all the tributes that so many people paid, not just 

players, not just golfers.  There were presidents and celebrities and it was really special to 

see that and we continue to celebrate his life. 

 

For me personally, there's been a lot more attention.  I feel like I've taken on a little bit of a 

different role trying to be more a part of the tournament, the Arnold Palmer Invitational, now 

on the board of Arnie's Army Chartable Foundations which is extremely important to me, and 

throw on top of that that I'm still trying to be a husband and raise two kids.  It's been busy but 

busy in a good way.  I'm still young and life should be busy at this point.   

 

Just trying to balance all that and continue to work on my golf game, which was nice to have 

a good offseason down in Florida to be able to practice and feel like I came into this season 

sharp.  Obviously I didn't -- I haven't gotten off to a great start on the PGA Tour in the four 

tournaments I've played, but I went down and played in the Web.com event in the Bahamas 

and finished eighth down there, which kind of validated the work that I put in this offseason 

and felt good despite the missed cuts so far.  Felt really good about my game for this 

season. 

 

Q.  I would have thought with so much going on in actual time and day, mostly 

whatever else, you wouldn't have been as prepared or felt you were as prepared 

coming into this year as you might have in years past, but maybe not? 

 

SAM SAUNDERS:  Well, just the simple fact of being able to actually play golf.  I've been in 

Colorado and we've had a foot of snow on the ground and I haven't been able to get out and 

play as much.  I'm not a big grinder in the sense that I go out to the range and beat balls.  I 

was able to do that in Colorado, but what I've enjoyed about being back in Florida is being 

able to play golf with other good players.  I like going out and competing with guys and 

playing for a few bucks because then you're going to get those feelings that you're going to 

have out here, you're standing over a five-footer that matters to you and you feel those 

nerves.  Then I feel like I'm more prepared to execute when it's time to get out here. 
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Q.  Who did you beat in Ft. Collins, anybody? 

 

SAM SAUNDERS:  Who was I beating up on out there?  A couple of guys, but there weren't 

really a bunch of Tour players out there obviously. 

 

Q.  Sam, along those same lines, they just announced this week the five players or 

people who will be kind of tournament hosts for the tournament.  What's going to be 

your role?  I mean, I'm sure you're going to be involved in it.  What will you be doing? 

 

SAM SAUNDERS:  That's a good question.  I appreciate that they -- my mother and the 

people around the tournament want me to be able to focus on playing golf as well.  I think 

the most important thing I can do is go play well. 

 

But I will have a role, I'm sure I'll be doing some media stuff, but I can't really say what role 

I'm going to have.  I don't think -- I think it's good that we've got some people that can act as 

a host per se and I'm happy to help and do whatever they ask of me, but I'm certainly not 

going to impart myself in any way.  Any questions, I'm there for them, and I've been 

promoting the tournament as much as I possibly can, but I think it needs to happen naturally 

for my involvement. 

 

Q.  Sam, obviously every year at Bay Hill is a special year with Arnie there.  Have you 

allowed yourself to think about how emotional it will be this year after all these years 

without him and what that week may be like?  I'm assuming it's going to be a pretty 

hefty field there? 

 

SAM SAUNDERS:  Yeah, it's going to be a very emotional week, but as I said, I think it 

should be a celebration that week.  There's still moments and there's still moments of 

sadness and we obviously miss him.  We all miss him, it's not just me.  People come up and 

say "I'm so sorry for your loss."  The truth is, we all lost somebody that meant a great deal to 

us and did a lot for all of us.  It's not just me.   

 

If I look at it subjectively as just a guy, a young guy that plays on the PGA Tour, I owe my 

entire career to him not because I'm his grandson but because I'm a guy who plays on the 

PGA Tour.  We're all out here because of what he did.   

 

This year at Bay Hill I think there's going to be some special things that are going to be done 

and we're going to get a great field and everyone that is there will be a part of a celebration 

and honoring his life and carrying on the incredible example that he put out there for all of us 

to follow. 

 

Q.  To what do you attribute being so rock solid as you spoke at that service in the 

wake of such a moment like that? 

 

SAM SAUNDERS:  Probably -- I don't know.  I was shocked, but I think the fact that I didn't 

try to give a speech.  I spoke from the heart as my grandad always did and I said -- I spoke 
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the truth.  I mean, I didn't want to make anything up, I didn't want it to just sound good.  I just 

said what I felt and I'm very fortunate that I was able to get the words out and keep my 

composure.  I was a mess leading into it, but once I got up there it just kind of started to 

come out and I felt pretty comfortable with it. 

 

Q.  Did you have notes? 

 

SAM SAUNDERS:  No, no notes.  I tried that path and that did not work.  That was really 

frustrating to try to write that down.  That would have been a disaster.    

 

Q.  Sam, through your career you've seemed to adapt very well to your situation 

where some guys or women might be a little upset, saying don't talk about my 

grandfather.  But you seem to accept the fact that he helped you in golf and you 

appreciate it.  Have you ever felt the fact that you should do -- in other words, people 

expected you to do more because of you were Arnie's grandson? 

 

SAM SAUNDERS:  Do more as in success? 

 

Q.  As a golfer, yeah, successful.  In other words, win more tournaments? 

 

SAM SAUNDERS:  Sure.  Yeah, I wish it would just happen. 

 

Q.  You never felt -- 

 

SAM SAUNDERS:  When I was younger I felt pressure.  I felt maybe the need to, I hate the 

term actually, but make a name for myself.  That doesn't mean anything to me.  I am who I 

am.  I'm married with kids.  I mean the world to my wife and kids, that's really at the end of 

the day all that matters to me.   

 

But I don't need to compete against my grandfather's career.  Nobody can.  Nobody's going 

to compete.  I don't care how many golf tournaments you win, nobody's going to compete in 

the terms of doing what he did for the game.  And for me to try to promote my own brand or 

name would be foolish because I have such a great opportunity to promote and to continue 

what he has already done that that's what I'm going to do and not make it about myself. 

 

Q.  I would be curious on the Tour events you've played if you've just checked out 

Arnold's history at those tournaments just in case you got asked about it, and do 

you -- 

 

SAM SAUNDERS:  All of them? 

 

Q.  Yeah, like when you go somewhere.  

 

SAM SAUNDERS:  I can't read that much. 
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Q.  I guess you were off the hook in Puerto Rico, weren't you? 

 

SAM SAUNDERS:  I was, yeah, that's right.  Better than any finish he ever had down there, 

although he probably won a tournament in Puerto Rico.  

 

Q.  You've been Arnold's grandson for your entire golfing career, Clemson, go all the 

way back. 

 

SAM SAUNDERS:  Sure. 

 

Q.  And you've handled it and you're used to it.  You'll be used to that going forward 

the rest of your career too, I imagine? 

 

SAM SAUNDERS:  Absolutely.  I think the key is to embrace it and I have because I had a 

great relationship with him and I embrace him.  Of course there were times there as a young 

kid we butted heads.  He was hard on me and he probably wanted me to hate him there for 

a minute.  I never did, but we did butt heads.  But as our relationship grew, I began to 

appreciate more who he was and what he did and he was my friend, too.  We had a good 

time together, we really did.  

 

Q.  Sam, is there any connection that you can make to everything that you went 

through last year and speaking at the service to sort of your perspective on the golf 

course right now?  Is it easier for you just playing golf as opposed to kind of 

everything that you went through? 

 

SAM SAUNDERS:  Yeah, that's a good question because I've always been a nervous guy 

out here.  I would love to say I'm just comfortable playing with a lead or playing up there in 

contention and I think everybody is.  I think every player out here, even guys like Phil and 

Tiger who have won so many times, they feel nerves and they've learned a way to harness 

them and use them in a positive way.   

 

I'm still trying to figure that out, but I do feel a little bit more comfortable out here just 

knowing that was a pretty big stage and a pretty big moment and I was okay, I felt 

comfortable up there.  So if I can handle that, I would like to think that maybe I can handle 

being in a position out here with an opportunity to win a golf tournament.  You're always just 

learning through more experience of playing tournaments.  Losing that playoff in Puerto 

Rico, that was invaluable because next time I get into a playoff I can say, well, I've been 

here before, I know what I'm going to feel, and hopefully you can improve. 

 

Q.  Just curious on your schedule, I think the Web's off until Louisiana.  Any 

consideration of Panama? 

 

SAM SAUNDERS:  No.  I'm still going to focus on the PGA Tour this year fully.  I know I'm 

playing on that 126 to 150 category, but with the starts that I'll get later in the year on the 

opposite events and then I will -- I guess I can say I'm going to play Tampa and then I'm 
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going to play Bay Hill and hopefully top-10 into next week down at Honda.  That's always a 

nice run for me, and then go play Puerto Rico.   

 

If there's a stretch where I'm not in a PGA Tour event for a month, then certainly I would 

consider going and playing in some Web events, especially now that I went and had an 

eighth place finish and made a chunk to get up on the list there.  But I'm going to focus on 

playing here and try to -- I think I'm going to get plenty of starts and I'm trying to look at this 

year in a positive way.  I've played so many events in the last five years, almost 30 events 

every year the last five years, and I know not by choice but by necessity I'm only going to 

play maybe 15 to 20 tournaments this year on the PGA Tour and I'm looking at that as well, 

maybe I'll perform better because I'm going to be hungry to play and know that I'm not just 

going to get more chances.  

 

Q.  This may sound stupid, but did you have to write a letter for the Bay Hill 

exemption?  

 

SAM SAUNDERS:  I have, yeah.  I did last year.  I didn't do it this year, though.  I should 

have, I guess.  No, I have though, yes. 

 

DOUG MILNE:  Last thing, seven birdies, if you just run us through.  You started on the back 

side, we'll start with 11, 12, 15, 17, birdies on the back, just some clubs and yards. 

 

SAM SAUNDERS:  Well, I started on 10 and drove the green and three-putted.  Here we go 

again.  But then hit a good drive on 11 and hit a 3-wood, hit a really good 3-wood there to 

about 20 feet, had an easy two-putt birdie.   

 

Then 12 was playing long.  Hit a good 6-iron there about 20 feet directly behind the hole and 

made a nice putt there and that really opened the gates for me just to see a nice 20-foot putt 

roll in like that.  

 

DOUG MILNE:  15 and 17 on the back? 

 

SAM SAUNDERS:  15, horrible memory apparently.  Trying to think.  Oh, yeah, 17's the par 

5.  Oh, yeah, 15, I can't even remember 15 right now.  I'm sorry, I'm having one of those 

moments. 

 

DOUG MILNE:  We'll jump to 17. 

 

SAM SAUNDERS:  17, the par 5.  Hit a good drive, good layup there and then hit a nice 

wedge shot in about five feet behind the hole and got that one to go.   

 

And then, oh, 15, good 6-iron to that hole as well.  I had a lot of -- a lot of those holes on the 

back play similar yardage for me and I hit good drives on all of them and I had about a 

175 yard 6-iron into the wind about four times on the back nine and all of them were good 

shots.  So on the 15th hole there, hit it to about four feet and made a nice downhill putt there 
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as well.   

 

DOUG MILNE:  And then made the turn at 1? 

 

SAM SAUNDERS:  Yeah, made the turn at 1.  Good 3-wood off the first hole, 6-iron, hit it a 

little thin and it hit right into the face and kicked back.  That's what's so neat about this 

kikuyu grass, those fringes.  That ball hit and just catapulted right back at me instead of 

bouncing forward up on the green.  I knew it was going to do that if it didn't carry, but then hit 

a nice chip up there and tapped in for birdie and then.   

 

No. 5, hit a 3-wood off the tee and had kind of an in-between number with a 7-iron there, 

kind of sawed off a little 7-iron and came out perfectly, landed next to the hole, had probably 

a four-footer there and made that for birdie.   

 

No. 7 was the next one.  That's a neat hole.  I had an 8-iron from the left side of the fairway 

there and I watched my playing partner hit it a little bit right and it didn't like look a bad 

swing, and I hit it and mine started going a little right, too.  You kind of can't tell how far the 

ball is below your feet there but caught the right side of the green and had it kick down and 

made about a 20-footer there down the hill, which was a nice putt to see go in. 

 

DOUG MILNE:  We appreciate your time, and when you do get back out there, wish you the 

best of luck. 

 

SAM SAUNDERS:  Thank you. 
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